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Introduction
The importance of teachers’ continuing professional development has now been firmly established. Many education systems around the world now have mandatory requirements for in-service teachers to engage in professional development activities. Professional development is now a developed area in teacher education, both in terms of theory and research, and in practice [1][2]. A variety of activities have been proposed for teachers to engage in continuing professional development. These include action research [3], journal keeping [4], peer lesson observation, case studies, and other techniques. The subject matter of professional development typically includes teachers’ beliefs, and teachers’ pedagogical practice [5].

Teacher Motivation
While it is common sense that for professional development activities to really have an impact on teachers’ professionalism and professional practice, teachers need to be sufficiently motivated about the work of teaching, not much attention has been paid to the dimension of teacher motivation in the practice of teacher development. Fortunately, the increasing level of teacher burnout globally has attracted the attention of writers and scholars in teacher education [6] [7]. As a result, more writers are now acknowledging the importance of renewing teachers’ motivation and vocation in teaching [8][9]

Narrative Methods in Teacher Development
Another development in the field of teacher development in the last decade has been the increasing use of narrative methods in helping teachers renew their commitment to teaching, and helping them understand the situation they are in. These methods are used for two main purposes: (a) for stakeholders in education to gain a better understanding of the difficulties, dilemmas, and satisfaction that teachers experience, and (b) as pointed above, for teachers to sustain their passion in teaching. A considerable volume of work has now been done [10][11] Actual collections of narratives by TESOL educators and researchers have been published [12][13]. Most of the work, however, is in written format.

Using podcasting and digital storytelling for renewing teacher vocation
ICT has huge potential in facilitating narrative activities in teacher development. While traditional narrative work is mainly done in writing, ICT offers alternative modes of expression. Also, more and more teachers are becoming technology-savvy today. They are more and more adept in producing narratives in audio and video form. Audio and video files thus created constitute a record which teachers can keep for themselves, or show to their colleagues or even students. Furthermore, audio and video sharing sites are now easily accessible. Podcasts are series of audio (sometimes video) episodes. Their advantages are that new episodes can easily be added to the podcast, and listeners can easily follow the podcast for new episodes either by revisiting the link from time to time, or by subscribing to the podcast through a podcast feed reader such as iTunes. Digital storytelling involves producing a short story in video format, using still images and the storyteller’s vocal narration. The visual element adds to the impact of the narrative. Because digital stories typically use still images only (as opposed to video clips), they are relatively simple to produce. Also, free software such as Photo Story Three is user-friendly enough that even elementary school students can now easily produce simple digital stories.

Conclusion
In this presentation, I will outline the work that I have attempted so far in employing podcasting and digital storytelling in renewing teacher motivation and vocation in teaching English as a foreign language. I will be showing samples of stories produced by teachers. I believe that there is scope for the wider adoption of these technologies in organising professional development activities that address the dimension of teacher motivation.
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